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At the outset, VSM Pariwar wishes you
a very Happy and Healthy New Year
2022 with peace & progress.
The 21st issue comes to you with a
refreshed new design and improved
layout. We are glad and proud to state
that the credit for this belongs to our
internal Team and Alumni from Fine
Arts and Media streams.
During the last quarter, some of our
students have passed out after
successfully completing their Academic
journey with VSM support and have
secured jobs and happy to commence
their earning life.
We have also commenced our
admission process for new students
and have enrolled 148 new students
into VSM so far. We expect to end the
year with a total of 415 students for
2022-23. Many students have now
returned to their hostels and have
started attending offline lectures and
practicals. Overall the educational
horizon is looking brighter as compared
to previous quarters and we earnestly
hope to return to near normalcy in next
6 months.

In this issue we are pleased to cover
the following topics:
• VSM in Numbers
• Main Feature: In the last part of our
series of “Evolution of Career
Guidance Teams”, we bring you the
journey of our - Arts, ITI and
Architecture Teams
• Side Feature: Evolution of VSM
Students’ Hostels
• Alumni Corner
• Event Calendar
We are eagerly looking forward to
receive your valuable feedback.
Till then please stay safe and take care.

Hostel students Birthday celebration.
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Main Feature: Evolution of
Career Guidance Team - Arts

The Arts Career Guidance Team is one of the
youngest teams in VSM. Earlier, the guidance
and support to Arts students was provided in
an informal way and on a case-to-case basis.
However, a need was felt to have a more
concrete and systematic approach towards
career goal setting of arts students. Hence,
the Arts Career Guidance team was formally
announced in June 2020 under the
leadership of Aditi Pandit. Ms Pallavi Mulay is
also playing a vital role in the team.
For the Academic year 20-21, there were 18
students studying various subjects like
Economics, Political Science, Sociology, and
History, etc. Despite all the challenges due to
the pandemic, the team shaped up strongly
due to the contribution of all the students,
their KPs and all the team members.
Since it was the team’s first year, we decided
to focus on 3 key areas: ALPS (Academic,
Learning, Personality and Social) goal setting
for the students, introduction of various
professional courses and enhancing their
soft skills. So, we first prepared a template
for the ALPS goals to act as a guidance for
the KPs and their palyas. Then, we conducted
one to one detailed discussion with our
students and their KPs regarding their goals
and set an action plan to achieve these
goals. Our focus is to ensure the ALPS Goals
set by the students are also SMART: Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time
bound. These interactions helped us to give
more clarity to students, their KPs and the
team members about each one’s goals and
aspirations. Due to the personal interaction,
it was easy to provide information about

suitable career options to the students in the
remaining year.
In order to empower our students to choose
apt career options, we made them aware
about the various courses available to them
in their respective fields, and the entrance
exams for these courses, etc. Further, we
conducted few sessions like:
1. Career in Development Sector by Raju
Kendre of Eklavya Academy
2.Vaibhav Sonone and Snehal Tanpure (our
Alumni and PG holders) conducted a
session on various courses available at
Azim Premji University, Bangalore
3.A session on various Fellowships like SBI
Youth Fellowship, Gandhi Fellowship, etc.,
was conducted by our KP, Meena Ghokhale
The sessions are meant to encourage our TY
students to prepare for the entrance exams
of TISS and Azim Premji University by
equipping them with resource materials like
past question papers, special exercises for
reasoning ability etc.
During the year 2020-21, all final year
students passed with flying colours and are
now pursuing their post-graduation studies.
A PG also got a job at IDFC First Bank as
Business Analyst. The list is long but it is
necessary to mention that all our Arts
students are heading towards a very
meaningful careers.
Some soft skill sessions like CV building by
Ms Dipali Sirpotdar and Self SWOT analysis
by Ms Medhavinee Namjoshi were also
conducted apart from the regular student
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Main Feature: Evolution of
Career Guidance Team - Arts

activities like Book Review, CV writing, etc., to
enhance the various skills possessed by the
students.
The success of our students will encourage
us for academic year 21-22. Planning different
activities for UG and PG students is going to
be a challenge.

Also, we are now taking new admissions from
different streams like Liberal Arts and
Psychology which will expand our scope of
activities. With all these challenges, we are
going to strive hard so that our students can
have meaningful careers. Our philosophy is No Challenges No Learnings.

Events arranged for Arts Team
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Main Feature: Evolution of
Career Guidance Team - ITI

ITI, the Industrial Technical Institute, consists
mainly of technical trades for the
manufacturing industry. In the beginning, it
was a part of the Science Career Guidance
Team. The PMKVY (Prime Minister Koushalya
Vikas Yojana) has provided lots of incentives
to ITI in order to strengthen the “Make in
India” initiative. Of late, many non-technical
trades like Cake & Pastry making, Beautician,
Fashion Design, and few trades in hospital
set ups have also been introduced in the ITI
curriculum to encourage girl students.
As VSM started encouraging students to take
up technical trades in line with government
policies, a separate Career Guidance Team
for ITI was formed in 2018 with Tushar Khaire,
who is an Engineer and a VSM Alumni, as lead
of the team. Later, other alumni, viz. Dinesh
Sonavne, Deepak Farde, along with KPs
Ashutosh Gadgil, Rohan Kamble and Swapnil
Malewar who posses the technical
background also joined the team. This led to
the re-launch of the ITI Team to help
students
learn
about
the
future
opportunities in ITI and the trade-offs in it.
Today, ITI students are the foundation of any
manufacturing industry and its development.

what was being learnt, an industrial visit was
organized at Pabal Vigyan Ashram which is
mainly focused on self-employment of
students. Because of such activities/
workshops, the team also got to learn about
event coordination, planning and action. In
addition to this, we kept mock tests to
practice for the exams to help the students
gain confidence and improve their
understanding
of
the
concepts.
During the lockdown period, a few technical
and non-technical workshops were held
online, in which we guided the students
through industry related skills, trade related
topics, biodata / interview prep, and virtual
visits of various industrial manufacturing
plants, to name a few.

Since the ITI Team was new to us, in the
beginning, with the help of external ITI
Teachers, online resources and alumni, we
helped the students to choose the correct
trade keeping their aptitude in mind. The
team conducted workshops on key points to
remember while compiling biodata & prepare
for interviews and opportunities in the
private & government sectors as well as
self-employment.
To understand the practical application of

ITI students at Vigyan Ashram, Pabal, Dist. Pune
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Main Feature: Evolution of
Career Guidance Team - ITI

Currently, we are trying to implement the
Monthly Student Monitoring Form in which
we have added some ITI related points
through which we can review the students’
understanding of their trade and find
solutions to the problems they come across.
We have also started to prepare them for
the PSU (Public Sector) aptitude test. Doubt
solving sessions are also organized so that
students can learn from their mistakes and
prepare themselves for the industry.

ITI team, which started with 3 students, now
has 32 students, including 7 new students
who were enrolled in 2021-22. The Team's
main goal is for students to stand on their
own feet as soon as possible and take care of
themselves and their family. But for the
future, considering the dwindling of
manufacturing sector jobs due to
automation, we are also striving for the ITI
students to become entrepreneurs by
providing them guidance from successful
small-scale entrepreneurs.

ITI students at Vigyan Ashram, Pabal, Dist. Pune
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Main Feature: Evolution of Career
Guidance Team - Architecture

The induction for Architecture students into
VSM commenced in the year 2012 with one
student and in 2016, the second architecture
student was enrolled under the apt and able
guidance of their Karyakarta palak (Mentor),
both of them sailed smoothly through the
entire five-year course. Exposure to this
Professional field was essential and their
mentor took utmost efforts, even setting up
an interview with an Architect from her
contact list to discuss the issues and
challenges in the field.
In 2017, Architect Vaishnavi Kalzunkar joined
VSM as a mentor. Within 2 years, the intake
of students increased to 5 and in 2020, the
Architecture stream became a part of the
Career guidance team.
Today, Ar. Vaishnavi leads the team and is
assisted by Ar. Prathamesh Ayare, who is a
VSM alumni. Currently, the strength of the
team, along with the sub-stream, is 9
students: Architecture - 6, Interior Design – 2,
and Product Design – 3. Out of these, 3
students are alumni now and have
flourishing careers at reputed companies.
Architecture is not only the manifestationof
art and technology, but it also extends to
allied fields such as sociology, psychology,
philosophy, culture, economics, etc. A
comprehensible and continued learning
needs to be envisaged to create good design
solutions.
To further enhance the skills of the students
and also to widen their perspectives, various
events are planned.

Our team was created in the post pandemic
period and hence we had limitations in
initializing workshops or field visits. Mostly,
we managed all sessions online. In the first
such online session, 3 talented architects viz.
Linden Viegas, Angela Fernandes and Owais,
were invited to present their final
dissertation projects. The theme was
Ideation, Preparation, and Presentation of
Design folios. This session was very
informative, as the guest speakers discussed
the design process from scratch to the final
design.
Two more sessions were arranged, namely,
“Technology in Architecture”, with 2 senior
students from an Architecture college who
guided our students with AutoCAD, Lumion,
etc. Architecture of the past nourishes us to
create in the present and look to the future.
To throw more light on this concept,
renowned Conservation Architect Rahul
Chemburkar was invited, and he made a
presentation on the topic, “Musings in
Architecture: Exploring the intangible in the
tangible”.
There was also a session organized for all the
students to discuss the issues and
challenges of online learning with Ar.
Vaishnavi Kalzunkar. All our students have
artistic inclinations and explore various
mediums viz. sketching with pencil, charcoal,
painting portraits, enacting monologues, and
creating fluid art. In fact, one of our students
is the Graphics head in her college and does
wall paintings.
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Main Feature: Evolution of Career
Guidance Team - Architecture

The vision for their future will involve holistic
and overall development. This will include:
1 Developing good Communication skills by
improving vocabulary and use of language
effectively
2 Upgradation of software skills
3 Developing the habit of reading and writing
4 Exploring various discourses in Architecture
and find what appeals to them
5 Working on strengths and weaknesses
Project:
Sacred Place by
Kshitija Gawade

Interior design of an apartment by Kavita Bhasi

First Prize won by Darshan Wagh for sketching
competition at JJ School of Architecture
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The need for hostels was felt soon after
VSM’s operations began in 2008. The
students from Shahapur/Thane area live in
small homes in remote locations, 60/70 kms
away from their schools/colleges, which was
not conducive to focus on studies & resulting
in drain on their energy. While striving to
provide all round support to VSM students,
first hostel started at Shahapur in 2010 for
11-12th Standards and ITI . Subsequently,
hostels at other locations like Thane, Kalva
and Santacruz were added.
The hostel locations are safe and secure
rented residential apartments in good
neighborhood, with proper approvals in place.
The hostel in Santacruz East, a Spacious flat
close to railway station has been offered at a
nominal rent by a VSM Volunteer, an apt
example of VSM family culture. Many KPs
make donations in kind such as utensils,
bedsheets, blender, groceries, bicycles etc.
One local NGO provided grains during Covid-19
Pandemic.
A comprehensive VSM Hostel Policy was
approved by the Hostel Committee in March
2018, based on the experience gained over
the years and careful consideration of
student’s needs, safety, security and
well-being. The policy evolved from various
challenges faced by the Hostel Committee
over the years, such as uncontrolled student
movements, unauthorized guests (friends) of
students etc. The policy includes complete
transparency between students and the
Committee, punctuality and discipline to
record the time to return to hostel at night as
well as reporting procedure.

Side Feature: Evolution of
VSM Students’ Hostels

Hostel Committee members comprising of 10
VSM volunteers, act as custodians of the
students’ welfare and well-being. “Hostel
Rules” are displayed clearly and a whiteboard
is provided for communication and control of
given tasks.
The hostel up-keep and maintenance duties
are allocated to senior students. These
include electrical, plumbing, Gas supply, Wi-fi,
computer equipment, furniture, bedding,
kitchen appliances, groceries, cooking,
cleaning and maintaining safety checks for
equipment. The key control measure is Daily
Reporting to Hostel Committee and the
vigilance maintained in a meticulous and
attentive manner. The students themselves
distribute and assign duties and discharge
them in brotherly and effective manner.
The highlight of this self-governance is
Expenses Management by students, done on
rotational basis. One student is given the
responsibility of handling the financial
budget for the month, decided by the Hostel
Committee.
The
monthly
expenses
statement is submitted to Hostel Committee.
High value and capital items are bought by
Hostel Committee. VSM volunteers visit
hostels occasionally to bond with students,
conduct yoga, meditation sessions.
During Covid-19 Pandemic, initially most of
the boys and girls from VSM hostels went
home. Later, two students, a girl and a boy
got infected and both were refused hospital
admission. They were quarantined in one of
the VSM hostel rooms and other VSM
students nursed them back into fitness.
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Side Feature: Evolution of
VSM Students’ Hostels

VSM Doctors and donors provided full support
for their treatment. This was an invaluable
learning experience of empathy and
camaraderie and bonding among students.
Presently,VSM runs 3 hostels for Boys ( 30
students) and 3 hostels for Girls (22
students) at Thane, Kalva, Santacruz and
Pune. Besides, 11 girls are accommodated in 3
hostels managed by NGOs. The Boys’ hostels
are supervised by Sandeep Bhagwat Sir and
Arun Pendharkar Kaka, who ensures that the
students prepare healthy, protein rich meals
including fruit and vegetables. Nishatai
Bhagwat monitors the Girls’ hostel with
motherly care. Consent forms from the girl
students’ parents are obtained and endorsed
by their parents. The students learn to take
care of themselves, be self-sufficient,
responsible and how to live as a family.
Students celebrate festivals like Saraswati
Pooja (Dassara), Laxmi Pooja (Diwali) by
lighting lamps and friends’ birthdays with
their own contributions, albeit in a simple
manner.

Kitchen Platform cleaning in Boys' Hostel

Thus VSM Hostels are enabling fulfilment of
the dreams of aspiring, hardworking and
deserving youth, from remote parts of
Maharashtra. It exposes them to encounter
different personalities with likes & dislikes
and helps in developing leadership qualities.

Girls hostel at Thane

Hostel boys
making chapatis
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Gauri
Vaidya

I still remember the day of my result after
12th exams. I was overwhelmed to score 176
out of 200 in MH-CET for Engineering and
Sciences, as I had worked towards my dream
to become an Engineer since my teenage. It
was one more step towards my dream!
However, I completely knew my family
couldn’t afford the fees of Engineering, even
though I grabbed a seat at Government
Engineering College at Aurangabad with
Computer Science Branch. I tried many
options – student education loan, personal
loan with my parents and even some of the
online scholarship platforms, but all in vain.
At one moment it felt like giving up the
dream of so many years because of financial
problems.
Luckily, Kausadikar Kaka introduced me to
Geeta Mavshi and VSM, and exactly a week
prior to my birthday in 2016, I got an
acceptance call from VSM. The best birthday
gift I could ever have! Since the first day, I
have received lot of love, mentoring, best
habits for life and valuable life lessons from
VSM. Along with the mentoring from teachers
and Mavshi, Kaka from VSM, I have been
improving upon myself and bettering each

Alumni Corner
passing day. The camps, workshops,
educational trips, Vardhapan Din Meets, Vedh
programs by IPH Thane – altogether helped
me a lot to sharpen my personality and
overcome my limitations.
Somnath Camp of 2017 was a real game
changer for me. It completely washed away
my fear of mixing up with new people and
taught me about getting comfortable in new
environments. This helped me a lot in my
internships, doing multiple projects and
administrative activities in my college tenure.
The camp also introduced me to a lot of
people, who in spite of so many hurdles, were
continuously working for the betterment of
society in their own ways. I could not but get
inspired a lot from them. I started working for
my college clubs to contribute towards
society.
I always had an aspiration to maintain a
good and balanced pointer. Since my third
year, along with academics, I also got into
research field and started learning and
grooming myself with publishing the first
research in an international conference with
my classmates. With the recommendation
from my college mentor, I got a remote
research internship at University of Limerick,
Ireland in my final year. Same year I got
placed into Principal Global Services at Pune.
I worked as a Trainee Analyst for one year
and got selected as a funded PhD student at
University of Limerick, Ireland in September
2021.
Now, I am working as a PhD student at
University of Limerick, Ireland in Artificial
Intelligence. I wish to contribute in all
possible ways as VSM Volunteer.
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Sandip
Padwal

I am Sandip Padwal. I come from a small
village know as Malegaon from Shahapur
Taluka, Thane District. Born into a Farmer’s
family my father works as a farm labourer
and part time carpenter. Mother was typical
Indian mother from any small villages of our
country with never ending work. With a
younger brother, poverty and hardship were
integral part of our life right from childhood.
Looking around, I knew from my school days
that without education there is no future.
Besides studies, I was extremely fond of all
outdoor sports from the very beginning.
Luckily my parents encouraged me all
throughout and I always stood amongst first
3 in academics and sports competitions too.
Through school life, I used to help my mother
to fetch water from well, look after the
kitchen while mother worked as a farm
labourer.
I stood 1st in my school during SSC and was
at crossroads of what next? There was no
chance of my parents affording to send me
to College. That’s when Vidyaddan Sahayyak
Mandal (VSM) came into my life. This was a
great stroke of luck like sudden appearance
of Sun rays from dark clouds. From my early
childhood, I had fascination for people in
Uniform.

Alumni Corner
When I expressed this to my mentors at VSM
not only they supported me to join
Sangharsh Police Academy at Kinhavali,
Shahapur but provided for my travel, diet,
shoes throughout the training. I was also
continuing my B.Com. studies. But due to the
pandemic police recruitment was getting
postponed from time to time. I however
continued my strict exercise schedule to put
focus on my fitness, regular running,
participating in various full/half marathons &
even got some prizes too.
In the meantime, I came across an ad from
Garud Commando Force which is a special
unit of Indian Air Force and decided to apply
for it. Based on certain preliminary tests, I
was selected for the main test which involved
many rigourous physical tests for endurance,
speed besides written tests and interview.
This was followed by strict Medical test after
which I was selected for the preliminary
training at Belgaum. I must mention here
that during my journey of 6 years at VSM, my
KPs and others inculcated a sense of
discipline in me along with giving me
strength & confidence to follow my dreams
of making a career in Uniform forces.
My joy knew no bounds. More so as it brought
great joy to my parents who have toiled for
me all these years. I have now been selected
for the Formal Training in Airforce Garud
Commando Unit and currently undergoing it
somewhere in Uttar Pradesh. I am confident
of completing it successfully and will be seen
in the passing out parade in February 2022
when I will appear in the colours of “Garud
Commando Force of Indian Airforce”.
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Event Calendar

December’21 to February’22

Past

Forthcoming

31st Oct.- New Technologies in Medicine for
Medico students

2nd Jan.- Mehfil - New Year Celebrations
Programme by Be Frank Team

14th Nov.- Careers in Defence, Govt.
undertakings and Sales for Engg.
& ITI students

9th Jan.- Enhancing Coding skills for Engg.
and Infotech students

14th Nov.- Research Methodology for Social
Work students
29th Nov.- Financial Models and Analysis for
Commerce Students
4th Dec.- PG students orientation for Arts
Team
5th Dec.-

Building Projects for Engg. and
Infotech students

12th Dec.- My Oxford journey by Ms Saurabhi
for law students
17th Dec.- Guest Lecture for Applied and Fine
Arts Team
26th Dec.- Book Bite with insights by Mr. Ajit
Joshi (Be Frank Team)

10th Jan.- Sustainable Development for
Social Science students
23rd Jan- Organic Design for Architecture
students
29th Jan- Interaction with VSM Alumini
Rupesh Bawne for Arts Team
5th Feb.- Gappa with PG Arts students
13th Feb.- Resume Building and Aptitude
Test for Engg. & Infotech Team
20th Feb.- Preparation for Social Work
Conference
22nd Feb. - Material Selection for Architecture
Team
27th Feb.- Nursing Event by Dr Shobha
Gaikwad

Ongoing Events like Be Frank, Spoken English, Financial Literacy, Quntitative Aptitude Coaching
throughout the quarter.
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